Effect of Spiral Nucleus Implant Parameters on the Compressive Biomechanics of Lumbar Intervertebral Disc.
To determine the effect of spiral nucleus implant parameters on the biomechanical behavior of the lumbar intervertebral disc after nucleus replacement under compressive loading. A finite element (FE) model of nucleus replacement in the L4-5 intervertebral disc was constructed. The effects of a spiral implant parameters, such as elasticity, size, and friction property, on the biomechanical behavior of the disc under a compressive load were determined. The effect of an implant with a sharp edge on disc biomechanics was also examined. The stress distribution and contact pressure on the endplate and AF, axial stiffness of disc, and annular bulge of the nucleus replacement models were investigated. Axial stiffness, annular bulge, and contact pressure were all insensitive to friction properties. Insertion of the spiral implant reversed the changes in the AF and endplates due to the removal of the nucleus. There was a positive correlation between axial stiffness and elasticity with implant size. Annular bulge was positively correlated with size but negatively correlated with elasticity. Compared with the base model, the implant with a sharp edge caused a decrease in disc axial stiffness but an increase in contact pressure on the AF in an annular bulge in the sagittal and coronal axis, respectively. A spiral implant may provide similar biomechanical behavior as a normal disc during compressive loading, with an optimal modulus of approximately 7 MPa. The spiral implant should fully conform to the nucleus cavity during replacement for the best biomechanical results.